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Introduction

Nowadays, Gravity still fails to have a microscopic (i.e. quantum) description
like we have instead for the other fundamental interactions. Many attempts have
been done so far to address this issue, which is one of the most longstanding
conundrum in theoretical physics [1], yet we are still waiting for an empirical
evidence indicating which one (if any) of these tracks is the good one. The
quantization of Gravity remains still hidden beyond our event horizon because
of the incredible smallness of the scale we expect quantum gravity effects to be
relevant, namely the Planck scale

lP =

√
~G
c3

= 10−33cm .

This suggests that answers can come mostly from observations of very peculiar
astrophysical objects like black holes and from primordial cosmology. In my Ph.D
thesis I’ll work within the framework of Loop quantum gravity (LQG) [2, 3], one
of the most promising theory on quantum gravity we have today. LQG has two
different formulations: the "canonical" and the "covariant" one. My main focus
will be on the latter, studying a model introduced by Bianchi, Rovelli and Vi-
dotto (BRV) [4], which quite recently have pioneered a new research field called
Spinfoam cosmology (SFC). This new approach to quantum cosmology is impor-
tant for several reasons, both technical and physical. The study of Cosmology,
also classically, means the study of some symmetry reduced version of the set of
the gravitational field’s degrees of freedom, e.g. the study of the homogeneous
and isotropic spacetime described by FRWL metric. Going to the quantum, one
can thus choose between two alternatives: symmetry reduce the system and then
quantize or quantize before symmetry reducing. The former is the approach fol-
lowed by Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) [5], i.e. the cosmological sector of
the canonical formulation of the theory, the latter is the new path of SFC, which
studies cosmology starting from the full (covariant) theory, truncated down to a
single graph.

Despite the great success of LQC in describing this symmetry reduced mod-
els (the most important being the discovery of the resolution of the classical
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cosmological singularity with the prediction of the Big Bounce) this kind of ap-
proach starts from the beginning washing away everything but the mean value
of gravitational field’s fluctuations. Therefore, difficulties arise when one wants
to recover also the quantum fluctuations of geometry where these are expected
to be dominant, such us in spacetime region near the Bounce. Conversely, SFC
faces the problem within the framework of the full (covariant) theory taking care
from the beginning of such quantum fluctuations and hence poses itself as the
natural candidate to the study of the primordial density perturbations.

The two next sections are devoted to (briefly) explain in some more detail how
cosmology is addressed within both the canonical and the covariant approach of
the theory

Loop quantum cosmology in a nutshell

LQC deals with the study of the very large d.o.f. of the universe by means
of the quantization of simmetry reduced model - minisuperspace models - and it
starts with a rewriting of the Einstein equations (in the triadic 3+1 splitting) in
term of the Ashtekar-Barbero variables (see below).

For our purpose we focus on the (flat) FLRW minisuperspace model, i.e. the
one defined by the metric:

ds2
FLRW = −N(t)dt2 + a(t)2(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , (1)

being N the lapse function and a(t) the scale factor. Introducing the Tetrad field
it reads

ds2
FLRW = ηIJe

I
µ(t)eIν(t)dxµdxν where eIµdx

µ := eI and e0 = Ndt , ei = adxi .
(2)

Inserting that metric in the Einstein’s equations leads to the Friedman equation

H2
Hubble :=

(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8

3
πGρ+

Λcc
3
, (3)

where HHubble is the Hubble function, which gives the expansion rate of the
universe, ρ is the energy density content and Λcc the cosmological constant.

Let’s switch to Ashtekar-Barbero variables. In our case they read

Aia = γȧδia := cδia Eai = a2δia := pδai , (4)

where the Immirzi parameter γ appears1 and kia is the extrinsic curvature

kia = ėia = ȧδia , (5)
1This is a free parameter of the theory, originally chosen to be equal to the imaginary unit,

later it has been constrained to the value of 0.2375 for the BH’s entropy computation to agree
with the Bekenstein-Hawking result.
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and the following canonical Poisson bracket is fulfilled

{c, p} =
8πG

3V0
γ (6)

where V0 is a fiducial volume needed for the quantized theory to avoid spurious
divergences. The hamiltonian constraint for the FLRW minisupespace model
easily follows:

H =

(
cp

γ

)2

− Λcc
3
p3 , (7)

whose vanishing reproduce the Friedman equation (3).
The major succes of LQC is the resolution of the classical singularity, which is

replaced by a Big Bounce. The classical dynamics turns out to be nicely modified
by a quantum correction by means of the factor (1 − ρ

ρP
), namely the effective

e.o.m. turns out to be (
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3
ρ

(
1− ρ

ρP

)
(8)

where ρP is (≈ 0.41 times) the Plank density: ρP ≈ 5, 1× 1096 kg
m3 . Notice that,

when ρ reaches the value ρP , the Hubble function vanishes and the universe
bounces instead of falling into a singularity (Big Bang).

Spinfoam cosmology in a nutshell

Quantum cosmology on a single graph

One can investigate quantum cosmology starting from the full theory by
means of the Spinfoam approach and quantizing before symmetry reducing. This
is the path pursued by Spinfoam cosmology. It provides a natural way to include
inhomogeneous d.o.f. (see next subsection) and to describe quantum geometry
at the Bounce, a regime where a single d.o.f. cannot be enough to capture the
whole physics2. Notice that Poisson bracket (6) implies

∆c∆p ≥ 4πG~γ
3V0

(9)

and for large value3 of the fiducial cell volume V0 quantum fluctuations can be
infact arbitrarily small.

Spinfoam cosmology consist to truncate covariant loop quantum gravity both
kinematically and dynamically: instead of considering the full Hilbert space

2Another reason to explore this new path is a technical one: being Spinfoam cosmology the
cosmological sector of the full quantized theory, it can help us to understand how loop quantum
cosmology is embedded into the latter.

3as required for the effective dynamics to be valid at the bounce [7]
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HLQG = ⊕ΓHΓ it considers only the one of a single fixed graph Γ with L links
and N nodes:

HLQG ↪→ HΓ = L2[SU(2)L/SU(2)N ]

and instead of considering the full dynamics it considers the one generated by a
single spinfoam σ with only one vertex4:

〈W |ΨΓ〉 =
∑
σ

∏
f

Wf (σ)
∏
v

Wv(σ) ↪→ 〈W (σ)|ΨΓ〉 =
∏
f

Wf (σ)Wv(σ) ,

where f and v indeces label each face and vertex of the spinfoam (again we refer
the reader to [3] for a complete definition). The last transition amplitude can be
seen as the analog quantity computed in QED at the lowest order of perturbation
theory.

Dipole cosmology

The BRV model allows to compute the transition amplitude between two
states living respectively on a initial and final Hilbert space associated to a dipole
graph, i.e. the graph dual to a triangulation of a 3-sphere formed by gluing two
tetraedra by means of a pairwise identification of their faces. The dipole graph
is formed by two nodes linked by four links, see the following figure. A spin-
network state in the dipole Hilbert space Hd = L2[SU(2)4/SU(2)2] has six d.o.f.
coming from the four spins sitting on the links and from the two intertwiners at
the nodes:

|j1, j2, j3, j4, i1, i2〉 ∈ Hd .

A

A

B

B

Figure 1: The dipole graph with its dual triangulation.

These d.o.f. can be thought as associated to three different scale factors -
one per each spatial directions coding the anisotropy of the model- and three
d.o.f. coding the inhomogeneities: hence the dipole carries the same d.o.f. of the
inhomogeneous Bianchi IX model, which is the most generic spacetime near the
(classical) cosmological singularity.

4Of course one can increase the number of vertices (as for the number of faces and edges)
of the fixed spinfoam making a refinement of the BRV model.
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In the above quoted reference, BRV computed the amplitude transition W
from nothing to an homogeneous and isotropic quantum state peaked on FLRW
geometry. At the first order of the vertex expansion they found (up to a normal-
izing constant)

W (z) = z e−
z2

2t~ , (10)

where z ≡ c θ + ip/l2P codes both the extrinsic and intrinsic classical geometry.

Issues I propose to address

I will address issues within both the formulations of LQG:

Quantum cosmology from polymer thermostatistics

LQC shows itself as a polymeric quantization [6] of the cosmological spacetime
degrees of freedom. The shortest way to see it’s to note that the hamiltonian
constraint immediately follows from the replacement

p→ ~
sin(λp~ )

λ
.

That replacement could be take as a definition of a new quantization scheme
- the polymer quantization- that introduce an invariant minimal length scale
λ from the beginning. It is then interesting to understand the cosmological
implication of such scheme that is so closely related to LQC and which appears
as a deformation of the canonical commutation relations because of the presence
of λ (which is possibly of the Planck scale’s order). From a semiclassical point
of view, Polymer quantization modifies the phase space symplectic structure,
introducing a non trivial Liouville’s measure

dqdp→ dqdp√
1−

(
λp
2~

)2

leading to a different statistical mechanics for a gas. I have been addressing
the cosmology of a relativistic gas following that statistics to investigate the
cosmological dynamics of the radiation dominated early universe and to evaluate
the Immirzi parameter from a comparison with maximal energy density computed
in LQC [9].

This approach can thus be viewed as an effective, semi-classical, quantum
correction to the right hand side of the Einstein equations leaving the geometry
unaffected.
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First order modification to the Friedman equation from Spinfoam
cosmology

In my graduate thesis I focused on the computation of the probability ampli-
tude of a process corresponding to the transition from nothing to an homogeneous
and isotropic quantum cosmological state and the study of its semiclassical be-
haviour when radiative corrections are made. That transition can be viewed as
the renormalized Hartle-Hawking universe wave function and I showed that the
radiative correction doesn’t destroy the right expected classical limit, i.e. the
Friedman equation. In my Ph.D. project I will compute the first order quantum
correction to the Friedman equation looking for possible experimental effects.
The computation could be start relaxing the saddle point approximation in a
form suitable for analytical (or numerical) investigation.

Figure 2: The transition from a quantum initial state to the final one, both
referred to dipoles boundary graphs. The thick lines and the central dot - a
vertex - represent the actual Spinfoam (C) used in the amplitude computation.

Cmbr spectrum fluctuation from Spinfoam cosmology

Quantum early Universe left its footprint in the the cosmic microwave ra-
diation (cmbr), resulting in the observed pattern of temperature fluctuations.
Nowadays the standard model of cosmological perturbations perfectly agrees with
observations, once initial conditions are fixed. However, those initial conditions
should come from a fundamental theory of quantum gravity, rather than being
hand-fixed. Very few steps have been made so far in that direction by the Spin-
foam community, in order to move along that direction, I’m planning to study
coherent states peaked on inhomogeneous geometries suitable for the study of
correlations between two fixed boundary states in the BRV model, possibly q-
modifying the algebra of the observables (as preliminary steps towards this issue
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suggest). Another way introduced by Eugenio Bianchi et al. [10] take into
account entanglement entropy as a measure of correlation and thus, in an appro-
priate cosmological setting, it should be related also to those correlations we are
interested in. In pursuing this track the main issue will be the computation of
what one could call "spinfoam entanglement entropy".

Cosmological quantum Bounce

As we previously said, the resolution of the classical cosmological singularity
stands as the major succes of LQG. Unfortunately we have just a clear (theoret-
ical) evidence that a Big Bounce should have been happened when the energy
density of the universe was close to be planckian. The canonical approach to
the cosmological sector of the theory gives back nothing more then the effective
quantum corrected dynamics coded in (8). What about the physics of such a
Bounce? what about the footprint that it should (hopefully) have left on the
cmbr spectrum? In order to capture the fluctuation of geometry in that region
of spacetime we need the whole theory in a suitable form for such a cosmological
setting: SFC propose itself as the obvious candidate.

In the BRV model, the amplitude transition from one quantum universe to
another one turns out to factorize in the product of two amplitudes respectively
related to two universe that "pop-up from nothing". This product corresponds
to two different disconnected spinfoam diagrams (following the natural analogy
with QFT Feynmann diagrams) representing the joint (amplitude) probability to
have simultaneously two quantum universe rather then a transition probability (
a quantum tunneling) from one universe to the other.

In order to set the stage for such computation, a similar study [11] suggests
to take into account a BRV spinfoam with two more edges joining the initial and
final boundary at the nodes of the two dipoles. Such a modification should be
enough to avoid any factorization because of the two more faces of the complex
since for such faces correspond face-amplitudes Wf depending on both the initial
and final data.
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